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In new digital environments characterized by persistence, searchability and 
aggregatability, the temporal boundaries on socially shared information that individuals 
had previously been able to effectively regulate have weakened considerably. These 
changes create troubling implications for identity formation as expressions of identity 
that would have previously been gradually forgotten now have the potential to be 
rediscovered online by anyone at any time in the future. Individuals, through the use of 
semi-disposable pseudonyms, and institutions, through the use of a system of privacy-
focused microdata, can begin to ameliorate the harms created by the affordance of digital 
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REMEMBERING TOO WELL, FORGETTING TOO POORLY 1 
Introduction 
Stacy Snyder almost certainly had no intention of becoming the face of one of the 
Web’s more troublesome phenomena, but when a picture posted to MySpace for her 
friends to see caused the university she attended to deny her her degree, she became the 
symbol for digital social media’s potential to collapse diverse, discrete audiences into a 
single homogenous audience. A picture of the then 25-year-old student at a party, telltale 
red cup in hand, was considered to “promote underage drinking” and to demonstrate 
Snyder’s unfitness for a teaching degree. Her protestations that the picture had never been 
intended for a professional audience did nothing to convince the university it should 
change its decision (Mayer-Schonberger, 2009). Snyder had become the most visible case 
study in the difficulty of controlling the flow of socially shared information on the Web. 
The flow of socially shared information (SSI), defined here as information, 
usually but not always personal, voluntarily shared through social engagement or for the 
purposes of encouraging social engagement, has historically been constrained by 
limitations of human memory and communications technologies. Unless such 
information was consciously considered sufficiently important to preserve or transmit to 
another, much of it was lost as a natural result of forgetting; often that information had to 
achieve that threshold even before the information was shared. That information that was 
preserved was frequently inaccessible from anywhere but the single location where it was 
stored, and typically, the finder of that information had to know it existed before it could 
be found; serendipity was rare. 
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A variety of new technologies have interacted during a comparatively brief 
period, reducing those limitations on the flow of SSI, and consequently many of the 
previous beneficial constraints on information flow have also been reduced. What could 
previously be treated as a given – that most information would remain within discrete 
social circles and eventually fade away unless it rose to a sufficient level of notoriety or 
acclaim – no longer holds true, fundamentally transforming old dynamics. 
The ultimate effect of these changes is most obvious in the scattered, but 
increasingly frequent, reports of people’s lives being altered, usually for the worse, by the 
spread of information that would have previously remained constrained. Both new 
conduits for information flow and a growing awareness of those new conduits create 
conditions that have the potential to harm even those people who never experience any 
direct consequences of unanticipated, newly unbounded, information flow. As individuals 
become more conscious of how they are performing identity in online environments, that 
performance can be unhealthily inhibited by this new self-consciousness.   
While the individual has an interest in being able to exert strong control over 
information they have shared, society has an interest in allowing other parties to 
accurately assess the trustworthiness of another. Absent the ability to make decisions 
about social interactions and other collaborations, life becomes little more than a long 
series of “Prisoner’s Dilemma” situations. Consequently, the individual should not have 
complete control over information pertaining to them, and any mechanism that seeks to 
mitigate the harms of digital media’s affordances must find a balance between favoring 
the individual’s and the larger society’s interests. 
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The potential for addressing these issues exists at three overlapping levels: the 
individual, corporations1, and regulatory bodies. If actors in each of these spheres take 
steps to preserve some degree of temporal boundaries, the great potential of these 
developing technologies can be harnessed, while allowing healthy personal development.  
Space, Time and the Flow of Socially Shared Information 
Privacy can be considered as a dynamic process of boundary regulation, wherein 
people increase or decrease their exposure to others (Altman, 1977). Two types of 
“friction” have previously served to aid boundary regulation by containing socially 
shared information: spatial and temporal. Neither was an absolute, and either could be 
subverted intentionally or unintentionally, but both created an information landscape 
whose contours slowed the flow of information, especially SSI. 
The friction constraining information has been reduced, but the harms associated 
with this change are not inevitable. Individuals, corporations and regulatory bodies can 
all take steps to control the spread of sensitive information, provided they see value in 
doing so. In an ideal system, all actors would take steps to prevent unconstrained 
information flow. The resulting redundancy would ameliorate harms should some actors 
fail to prioritize this issue while also providing users with both fine-grain and coarse-
grain levels of control. 
Spatial Friction 
For much of history, social norms regarding privacy were primarily focused on 
maintaining appropriate levels of friction to limit the flow of information between social 
                                                
1 “Corporations” is primarily used in this paper to indicate for-profit enterprises, 
but public libraries and other non-profit and public institutions have their own role to play 
in supporting temporal boundary regulation. 
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circles. The boundaries of social circles have been seen as so important that even the 
United States judicial system has routinely concluded that sharing information within a 
circle does not eliminate a person’s right to an expectation of privacy or that information 
will stay contained in that circle. Furthermore, transmission of information within a social 
circle has been found by the courts not to eliminate an individual’s right to regulate the 
exposure of that information outside that circle; despite potentially being known by many 
people within the circle, the information is still considered private (Solove, 2007). 
When considering sensitive information, members of a social circle make a 
careful, if sometimes unconscious, assessment of whom within or adjacent to that circle 
can be trusted to preserve containment and who is a possible leak. Goffman makes 
explicit the cooperation implicit in the act of members of a social circle restraining the 
flow of information: 
It is apparent that if a team is to sustain the line it has taken, the teammates 
must act as if they accept certain moral obligations…thus, older members 
of a family must often exclude a child of the house from their gossip and 
self-admissions, since one can never be sure to whom one’s child will 
convey one’s secrets. (Goffman, 1959, p. 212) 
“Sustaining the line” rises to the level of being a moral obligation of members of a social 
circle, and consequently, those routinely unable to fulfill this obligation risk weakening 
their social ties. Temporal boundary maintenance becomes an question of creating and 
maintaining sufficiently strong internal social ties to counteract social ties to those 
external to the circle, which might weaken loyalty and create undesired information flow. 
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Special caution has always been reserved for those who might violate the 
boundaries containing information flow within that most strongly tied social circle: 
families. Children are likely the most universally felt threat to the regulation of familial 
spatial boundaries, but for those of higher socio-economic status, servants were, and are, 
considered another major threat to boundaries and treated as such. Almost 300 years after 
an anonymous maid advised her fellow servants of the “Prudence of Keeping Family-
Secrets; the Want of which is a great Complaint” (Lady’s Woman, 1725, emphasis in the 
original),  a Taiwanese woman spoke of how the language barrier between her Filipina 
maid and herself assists in regulation of information flow and exposure, saying, “[i]t’s 
easier to protect family privacy when you hire a Filipina maid. If you hire a Taiwanese, 
she knows the language and your neighborhood. She can gossip about your family!” 
(Lan, 2003, p. 532). Separated by centuries and from different cultures, these people are 
connected by a concern with how the integrity of spatial boundaries on family 
information are maintained. 
As the term implies, spatial boundaries were historically strongly tied to 
geography, with most of a person’s social circles centered on where they live and work 
and few ties connecting geographically distinct areas. Nevertheless, the possibility of 
some decoupling of geography and spatial boundaries has been present since the 
invention of writing, and this coupling has grown looser with each new communication 
technology innovation, including the newest social media technologies.  
Temporal Boundaries 
Temporal boundary regulation is principally concerned with limiting the length of 
time over which information is likely (or even able) to be transmitted. It represents a form 
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of social forgetting, allowing information that is no longer interesting or relevant to fall 
permanently out of the pool of available information. 
This genre of regulation is distinct from spatial boundary regulation in a number 
of ways. Temporal boundary regulation can be impacted by the flow of information 
between relatively few actors over relatively long periods of time; whereas, spatial 
boundaries are compromised by the flow of information among more actors in a shorter 
period. Because the primary mechanism of regulation of temporal boundaries is 
forgetting, maintenance is largely accomplished through an unconscious action, while 
maintenance of spatial boundaries is largely realized through the deliberate avoidance of 
an action (i.e., the decision not to share information with someone outside a social circle 
not already in possession of that information). Finally, where regulation of spatial 
boundaries is transformed by changes in the cost and speed of communicating between 
people not co-present, that of temporal boundaries is altered by changes in the persistence 
and searchability of information.  
Temporal boundary regulation may be a largely an unconscious act, but when 
done as a conscious act, it is primarily done by attempting to anticipate the future 
audience for information, and preserving or destroying those records in light of that 
potential audience. Preservation is, of course, much celebrated, but destruction can also 
represent a valid response to concerns about the integrity of the boundaries constraining 
information an individual may not want circulated. 
Examples of the deliberate destruction of records in the interest of temporal 
boundary regulation can be found both at the hands of the record-creator before their 
death (e.g., Johannes Brahms’s destruction a number of his own early works (Korsyn, 
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1993)), and by friends, family or peers, usually after the death of the creator (e.g., Ted 
Hughes’s claimed destruction of Sylvia Plath’s final journal (Plath, 1982)). The 
motivation for the destruction of records is typically the protection of the creator’s 
reputation, either professional (as was apparent Brahms’s motive) or personal (as was 
Hughes’s stated intention). Examples of this type of regulation are easy to find for well-
known figures, but much more difficult for subaltern persons. The perceived loss of 
records created by “significant” figures is generally greater, and this at least partly 
explains this discrepancy, but individuals operating in relative obscurity have also likely 
felt less concern about unintended audiences for their records, and taken less extreme 
steps to regulate that future audience. 
This paper treats temporal and spatial boundaries as discrete constraints on the 
flow of information; however, significant interplay between these genres of boundaries 
occurs. Information whose temporal boundaries have been compromised can 
subsequently spread widely across many social circles, such as occurred when the truth of 
Thomas Jefferson’s paternity of Sally Hemings’s children was first lost, as all involved 
parties died, then recovered through new research, and then widely disseminated far 
beyond the social circles that had originally constrained that information (Foster et al., 
1998). Furthermore, the maintenance of temporal boundaries is made more likely by tight 
spatial boundaries, since fewer people possessing information provides fewer 
opportunities for that information to be made permanent. As Westin notes, “[g]roups 
obviously have a harder time keeping decisions secret. The large number of persons 
involved increases the possibility of leaks” (Westin, 1967, p. 48) Benjamin Franklin was 
stating much the same thing (albeit more succinctly) when he wrote, “three may keep 
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secret, as long as two of them are dead” as Benjamin Franklin put it (1735). Both men 
were describing how organizations or groups maintain secrets, but they both also point to 
a mechanism to connect spatial and temporal boundary regulation. 
Together, the genres of boundary regulation discussed above provide a model of 
the traditional constraints on the flow of information in general, and SSI specifically. Just 
as the invention of writing began to weaken spatial boundaries, that invention also began 
to weaken temporal boundaries, arguably to an even greater degree. By and large, 
subsequent developments in media had a less significant impact on temporal than spatial 
boundaries, since new technologies interacted with patterns of human migration to create 
new potential violations of the spatial, but few comprehensive records of the common 
person were created and even fewer were preserved. Additionally, difficulties finding and 
accessing paper records created a state of practical obscurity (Bepko, 2004). The 
widespread adoption of digital media has fundamentally reduced, and in some cases 
destroyed, these systemic frictions on information, which had previously confined most 
SSI about most people to a discreet time and place. 
Boundary Regulation Failure and Context Collapse 
Absent the ability to effectively regulate either spatial or temporal boundaries, 
individuals face the prospect of context collapse, the phenomenon in which multiple 
audiences are flattened into one (Marwick & boyd, 2010). The tweet intended for ones 
social circle is visible to ones employer as well; the Facebook photo the user imagines 
will be of interest only to their family is subject to comment by someone the user hasn’t 
talked to since high school. This context collapse becomes the ultimate expression of the 
failure of traditional boundary regulation.  
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For many social media services, context collapse is seen, not as a bug, but as a 
feature. Social networking sites (SNS), blogging platforms and photo sharing sites derive 
much of their perceived value from having a seemingly limitless supply of content for 
users to consume and much of their actual value from large numbers of page views, 
which permit massive numbers of ad views (and ad sales). Context collapse increases 
perceived value by allowing anyone to see everything their connections have created or 
shared, rather than just that fraction the user might have really wanted to be widely 
visible. Simultaneously, as the amount of content available to display increases, the 
number of pages to be viewed increases, giving the social media service additional 
opportunities to display ads and generate additional revenue. 
Some SNS have made some moves to permit audience segmentation by 
introducing mechanisms to specify an audience for which a piece of content is intended. 
Google has been most vocal in promoting audience segmentation through the “Circles” 
feature of its Google+ SNS. These circles help “you organize everyone according to your 
real-life social connections [so] you can share relevant content with the right people” 
(Google, 2012). Circles are prominent part of the user experience on Google+, but once a 
Circle is made, no exception is possible for an individual piece of content that the user 
may wish to share with most, but not all, of a circle (Mahmood & Desmedt, 2011). 
Without the ability to make one-off exceptions, the user’s ability to engage in the sort of 
ad hoc audience segmentation that is common in offline social interactions. 
Facebook has generally done much less than Google to promote the tools they 
provide for preventing context collapse; however, those tools are arguably more 
powerful. In Facebook, the user is enabled to create lists of friends and these lists can, in 
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turn, be used to limit the audience for any given piece of content. Furthermore, the lists 
can be augmented with one-off exceptions, enabling the kind ad hoc segmentation 
impossible in the Google+ system. 
The possibilities for audience segmentation are significantly more limited in most 
other widely used social media. Twitter permits a private message, or a private account 
visible only to authorized individuals, but beyond these limited options, a piece of 
content is visible to all or to no one (with the exception of the private message). Blogs 
typically provide even fewer options, although some platforms do allow a blog to be 
made private, visible only to authorized people. 
While various strategies have been attempted to prevent some context collapse, 
several issues hinder the effectiveness of these innovations. Most strategies focus on the 
“here and now” with limited attention paid to potential future audiences. Facebook allows 
the user to limit the audience for a post, but if that user later adds a new connection and 
does not go back to adjust appropriately the privacy settings on previously shared 
content, the new friend may easily find old posts the author had never imagined the new 
connection might see. 
Even more vexing to attempts to enable audience segmentation is the low user-
adoption of these strategies. Little data exists on adoption of either of the audience-
segmentation features described above; however, informal questioning shows low 
awareness, and even lower adoption, of Facebook’s features. Awareness of Google+’s 
circles is certainly higher, but the degree to which users segment the audience for their 
activities is likewise unknown. These unanswered questions still point to one of the most 
significant problems facing online segmentation tools: they all require users to take 
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deliberate action, typically advance action, rather than the more unconscious audience 
segmentation that occurs in the physical world, where the reach of social groups is 
limited by space (e.g., the work friends vs. the friends from church) or time (e.g., the 
college friends vs. the later professional friends). The realities of the physical world 
automatically generate boundaries in a person’s social life that must be consciously 
created or re-created in electronic environments. 
Facebook, which is by far the medium people most commonly use to share SSI2, 
has repeatedly taken steps seemingly designed to encourage, rather than prevent, context 
collapse. When the News Feed feature was launched in 2006, activities on the site, which 
had always been public but not publicized, were suddenly broadcast. The reaction against 
this first foray into context collapse forced Facebook to briefly remove the News Feed 
and to re-launch it with new privacy controls (Hoadley, Xu, Lee, & Rosson, 2009). 
In 2011, history was repeated, with a slightly more muted reaction, when 
Facebook released the Ticker, which showed interactions between friends that had 
previously been public, but not publicized. To an even greater extent than in the News 
Feed case, the Ticker seemed designed to flatten a segmented audience into a single 
monolithic audience. The reaction again seemed to be largely negative, and a copied-and-
pasted protest status update went viral (see figure 1). However, despite this backlash, and 
the fact that it had greater potential for context collapse since it broadcast social 
interactions without regard for social boundaries, Facebook stood firm and the Ticker is 
apparently a permanent feature. Facebook not only left the Ticker in place, but expanded 
                                                
2 As of the end of 2011, Facebook had 845 million active monthly users and was 
continuing to grow. (Facebook, 2011) 
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the basic concept in late 2011 or early 2012, when it began adding occasional mentions of 
a user’s friends’ “likes and comments” to the standard News Feed. This innovation 
largely occurred without popular comment or resistance. 
 
Figure 1. Viral status message in response to Ticker feature (Washbrook, 2011). 
While context collapse is most commonly considered as a non-temporal 
phenomenon, occurring only when two contemporaneous audiences are merged, several 
affordances of digital social media create the conditions for non-contemporaneous 
audiences to be merged. These conditions are further enhanced by users’ difficulty 
anticipating the potential future audience for their current online actions (Tufekci, 2007). 
It is to these potentially problematic affordances that this paper now turns. 
The Causes of the Erosion of Temporal Boundaries 
The strength of temporal boundaries on SSI, and the ease with which those 
boundaries can be regulated, remained relatively constant for millennia. Even the 
invention of electronic digital technologies initially had little impact on temporal 
boundaries; however, the affordances of these new technologies gradually matured, and 
the combination of persistence, searchability and aggregatability ultimately transformed 
the constraints on the flow of information.  
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Persistence 
Beginning with the development of electronic Bulletin Board Systems (BBS) in 
the early 70s, followed by the creation of Usenet newsgroups in the early 80s, some 
SSIbecame persistent by default and potentially visible to unknown audiences. The stated 
topics for many of these digital forums were largely impersonal, but the information 
shared in these early digital social media was frequently deeply personal, ranging from 
information about users’ pets (Baym, 1997) to the details of complicated pregnancies 
(Sproull & Faraj, 1997). Notably, participants in some of these discussions would attach 
their offline names to their posts, which would later, with the advent of effective search, 
further weaken temporal boundaries on the information shared on Usenet. BBS and 
Usenet may have introduced persistence and ambiguous audiences to some people for the 
first time, but neither experienced widespread adoption, with BBS peaking at about 12 
million users (Rickard, 1993) and Usenet at about 2 million (Sproull & Faraj, 1997). 
Furthermore, neither featured effective search, or had wide usage at a time when other 
systems were providing effective search of this material, an absence that provided a 
degree of protection for temporal boundaries. 
Tim Berners-Lee’s development of the World-Wide Web signaled the beginning 
of major changes to the relationship more mainstream populations had with temporal 
boundaries, even if few people realized it at the time. As the Web experienced 
exponential growth over the first several years of its existence, information was 
increasingly shared by “average” individuals, people without unusual skill sets or 
financial resources, as technologies became both easier to use and less costly. Sites such 
as Geocities and Tripod.com, made the creation of personal pages easy, and users 
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responded by sharing photos and biographical details. In a survey of 1000 personal home 
pages, Papacharissi found, common expressions of inexperience with any level of web 
development and that about 40% of those pages were focused on the page’s creator or his 
or her family; the next largest category was information about the creator’s personal 
interests (2002). Increasingly, sharing personal information was seen as a way to express 
oneself and begin conversations, and consequently, users willingly increased their 
exposure to enhance opportunities for engagement. 
Once shared on personal home pages, information frequently became persistent 
by default, even if neither the creator nor even the page’s host took steps to ensure that 
persistence. The creation of the Internet Archive and its Wayback Machine in 1996 meant 
that from a very early stage, web content was copied, stored and made accessible unless a 
creator specifically opted out of inclusion in this archive (Kahle, 1997). After being 
available only to researchers for the first five years of their existence, the Internet 
Archive were made publically accessible in 2001 (Cook, 2011). Ten years after its 
launch, the Archive receives relatively low traffic, with about 0.48% of Internet users 
having visited the site in the last three months of 2011 (Alexa.com, 2011), but 
nevertheless, socially shared information produced under the old framework of 
ephemeralness now persists. What may have been made in an afternoon could now 
effectively exist forever and be retrieved from anywhere with an Internet connection. 
The full impact of these changes was not felt immediately, and likely is still not. 
New tools for sharing information, both as a social activity unto itself, and as an activity 
meant to foster new social interactions, provide a number of benefits to a social species, 
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benefits that may seem worth the occasional harm, and, by definition, the harms resulting 
from reduced temporal boundaries become clear only slowly. 
Searchability 
The ability to search for and find information, including information long 
forgotten, has been a second cause of eroding temporal boundaries. Persistent 
information is a prerequisite for searchability (or there would be nothing to search), but in 
the absence of search, most information quickly falls out of the pool of common 
knowledge and subsequently becomes unknown by anybody, at which point, the 
information becomes functionally non-existent, and no aid can be given to answer the 
unexpected query. 
Searchable information can be traced to the third century BCE, when the poet, 
Callimachus, created the first library catalogue (Eliot & Rose, 2009). Callimachus’s 
alphabetical list of books laid the foundation for the development of library classification 
and cataloging systems, as well as finding aids, archival search tools, even documents 
such as the phone book, all designed to connect people with the information they sought. 
At each stage in this process, librarians, archivists, and other information professionals, 
attempted to anticipate what information would need to be found, and occasionally even 
considered how system users would attempt to fulfill their information need. Effective 
anticipation is critical, for in the archive of a million files, the unindexed information 
effectively ceases to be. 
Web search engines, which began to be released barely a year after the launch of 
the Web itself, developed along more egalitarian lines, attempting to index all 
information (with mixed success), rather than anticipate what a user would seek (Shirky, 
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2005). Few early developers, pundits or members of the general public immediately 
understood just how egalitarian this new system would be. One technology reporter, 
wrote in the early days of the Web, “[i]n cases where information is furnished without 
charge or is advertiser supported, low-cost computer-based indexing will most likely 
dominate—the same unstructured environment that characterizes much of the 
contemporary Internet” (Lynch, 1997). Lynch failed to anticipated that economics would 
push almost all indexing towards the “low-cost computer-based” methods, or that the 
affordances of these methods would lead to systems that permitted users to search for 
anything, regardless of any objective measure of value. He was, of course, far from alone 
in this failure in vision.  
Having failed to perceive the direction web indexing and information seeking 
would take, the second-order effect was virtually impossible to foresee: anyone could 
potentially be author or subject on the Web, and they would increasingly be both. 
Information added to the web would persist, and no matter how obscure the subject, it 
would be increasingly findable.3  
The impact on temporal boundaries is profound. Prior to the development of the 
World Wide Web, information deemed irrelevant or uninteresting would previously 
disappear, and no matter how relevant it might later become, retrieving it would often be 
impossible. This was especially true for SSI, since formal retention policies had never 
been necessary. Rather, the natural process of forgetting would occur and old information 
                                                
3 That large swaths of the Web remain unindexed by search engines must be 
acknowledged, but does not change the trajectory of information-seeking resources on the 
Web, especially in light of Google’s stated mission “to organize the world’s information 
and make it universally accessible and useful” (Google, 2011). 
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would be lost. In a world where information is stored by default and most anything stored 
can be found, the old rules of forgetting are discarded, and what once was lost can be 
found again without warning.  
Aggregatability 
The final factor significantly eroding temporal boundaries is the increasing 
availability of systems for not just finding information, but creating new contexts for that 
information, bringing together pieces of information that had been shared under the 
assumption that they would remain isolated from each other. If future audiences are 
difficult or impossible to anticipate, future audiences for the union of two or more 
previously separate pieces of information becomes geometrically more difficult to 
foresee. 
Prior to the widespread adoption of electronic records, bringing together 
previously disconnected information was frequently costly, both in terms of money and 
effort, and accordingly, a compelling reason was necessary to justify the expense. Even 
such banal and public information as that contained on a birth certificate and death 
certificate for the same person could be difficult to bring together if doing so required 
going to county courthouses in different states. A pattern of public discourse in the 
opinion pages of local newspapers over many years might never be detected, lacking an 
efficient way to locate and aggregate that information. 
When persistence meets searchability, aggregation is a natural consequence, and 
when searching and processing becomes ever cheaper, an ever-wider net can be cast to 
create new connections and contexts. Nowhere is this truer, and more troubling, than in 
new strategies for connecting information shared anonymously or under a private 
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pseudonym, as was and is done in some digital social environments. Ohm writes, “[d]ata 
can be either useful or perfectly anonymous, but never both” (2010) before going on to 
discuss how new methods for attaching previously anonymous data to individuals are 
being continually invented. Not only do larger data sets and more powerful computers 
enable organizations (corporate, governmental or otherwise) to attach anonymous data to 
identities, and then to other non-anonymous data, each piece of deanonymized data has 
the potential to facilitate the deanonymization of even more data (Ohm, 2010). 
Whether earlier information was shared with an expectation of anonymity, or 
done with a legal name clearly attached, changes in context can be difficult to anticipate 
and substantially reduce an individual’s ability to regulate temporal boundaries that 
would otherwise permit them to disconnect past actions or beliefs from their current life. 
The implications for this newly extreme inability to be set loose from ones own past are 
worrisome. 
The Effects of Eroded Temporal Boundaries on Identity Formation 
To a large extent, strong temporal boundaries on SSI were a historical accident: at 
no time did anyone consider privacy or reputation in human societies and decide that 
forgetting would be the way of the world. Rather, temporal boundaries were an emergent 
property of the affordances and limitations of technologies available for the vast majority 
of human history. While temporal boundaries may not have been created or maintained 
deliberately, they served an important function, and their loss introduces a number of 
problems, particularly for identity formation. 
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Identity Formation, Adolescents and Privacy 
Erikson defines ego identity as “the awareness there is a self-sameness and 
continuity…to the style of one’s individuality, and that this style coincides with the 
sameness and continuity of one’s meaning for significant others in the immediate 
continuity” (1968, p. 50, emphases in the original). This awareness literally begins at 
birth, as “the baby leaves the chemical exchange of the womb for the social exchange of 
his society” (1968, p. 92). While ego identity begins to form very early, the critical stage 
of identity formation begins later, frequently during a period of what Marcia identifies as 
moratorium-status, during which an individual “is in the crisis period, with commitments 
[to identity markers] rather vague [and] in an active struggle to make commitments” 
(Marcia, 1966). Both Erikson and Marcia identify adolescence as the primary time 
individuals are in moratorium status, and substantial subsequent work has confirmed this 
(Kumru & Thompson, 2003). 
The ambivalent adolescent attitude towards the uncertainty of identity is 
memorably encapsulated in a voiceover from the 1994 television series, My So-Called 
Life, when a character complains “people are always saying you should be yourself, like 
yourself is this definite thing, like a toaster. Like you know what it is even” (Piznarski & 
Herman, 1994). Social pressure rooted in a neo-Romantic regard for the “true self” 
interacts with a creeping awareness that that true self is partly situational, that the self 
varies by context and an uncertainty about what that one true self would look like even if 
it existed. 
Identity formation is a fundamentally social activity, and privacy, particularly as 
in Altman’s model of privacy as interactive boundary regulation, plays a critical role in 
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controlling the interactions that form the context for this process. Privacy has an “impact 
on the extent to which certain actions or expressions of identity are encouraged or 
discouraged” (Schwartz, 1999, p. 1664).  The uncertain and frequently non-linear path to 
an adult realization of self can be shaped or warped by the existence or absence of safe 
places to attempt expressions of identity that the world at large might discourage, rightly 
or wrongly. 
Some expressions of identity, such as those associated with minority sexual or 
gender identities, are sufficiently discouraged that their performance outside of a very 
private context is unlikely, especially in early stages of development. Even for 
individuals not expressing broadly discouraged minority identities, space for making the 
decisions that form identity is necessary for full personal development. Marcia sees the 
possibility of accepting parentally based values without question, or failing to exert 
agency in the face of external forces in general, as a circumvention of the identity 
formation process that otherwise occurs in moratorium status (Marcia, 1980).  
None of the above should be interpreted to mean that all adolescent risk-taking is 
healthy, and worry about digital social media’s all-seeing eye may discourage some acts 
that adolescents might regret later. Undergraduate students observing the modern rite of 
spring, Spring Break, are reportedly being less outrageous in their partying, conscious 
that camera-phones are omnipresent and pictures of debauchery have the potential to be 
found by future employers. One Key West bartender comments, “They are so afraid 
everyone is going to take their picture and put it online. Ten years ago people were 
doing filthy, filthy things, but it wasn’t posted on Facebook” (Alvarez, 2012). Clearly, 
the specter of weak boundary regulation is impacting behavior, and while applauding 
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anything that convinces 20-year-olds not to drink excessively might be applauded, 
boundary regulation inhibits both healthy and unhealthy behavior indiscriminately. 
For the identity-achieved individual, one who has committed to at least some key 
identity markers, minority or discouraged identities might be performed more publically, 
but antecedent to that development status, while the individual is in moratorium-status 
and still struggling with commitments, he or she typically needs an environment with 
more strictly regulated boundaries to “try on” opinions and identity expressions. 
Consequently, boundary regulation becomes necessary for personal development 
(Margulis, 2003). 
To an extent, identity formation is a lifetime occupation, as contexts changes and 
new identity-forming decisions must be made (Marcia, 1980); however, adolescence 
continues to be a time when many identity commitments are made. Given adolescents 
continued embrace of the types of social technologies that reduce the impact of temporal 
boundaries, an area of potential tension can be anticipated. 
 
Identity Formation and Temporal Boundary Regulation 
Inherent in the commitment to some identities is that other identities, and their 
attendant expressions, will be rejected. Youthful opinions will be voiced and then 
disavowed; membership in some subcultures will be sought and then spurned. 
Successfully navigating the adolescent identity crisis requires moderate consequences for 
moderate risk-taking in identity exploration, and few consequences are so immoderate as 
the eternal fear that new people may learn of that risk-taking at any time, potentially after 
it has been thoroughly re- or decontextualized. 
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The trajectory of information-sharing online has been in only one direction: more 
sharing accomplished more easily. The result has been less a Benthamic panopticon or 
Orwellian Big Brother than a system of good-natured peer surveillance that seems to be 
rising to the level of watchfulness previously inflicted only on celebrities by paparazzi 
(Jurgenson & Rey, 2011). Although the intent may be benign, the effect can be less so, 
because the fruits of these automated paparazzi are permanently findable, and in some 
cases even pushed to be seen by people unknown to the actor at the time they committed 
the documented act. 
Previously, the opinions and actions of ones youth were shared with the friends, 
family and acquaintances one had at the time. If that information was shared with others 
later, it was almost always done as a deliberate choice and put into an appropriate 
context, such that even stories of significant indiscretions could become humorous 
anecdotes when separated from the actual indiscretion by time and put into context. With 
the affordances of current digital technologies, the actor is denied the ability to choose 
what to share as he or she meets new people, as well as the opportunity to provide 
context. The result is substantially increased consequences for self-expression when it 
occurs in spaces integral to contemporary communication and socializing. 
Self-Expression and Safe Spaces 
In 2010, 73% of wired teenagers were using SNS, and that number represented 
significant growth over just two years earlier (Lenhart, Purcell, Smith, & Zickuhr, 2010). 
Since these sites are arguably focused on self-expression (Livingstone, 2008), the Web 
appears to have only grown as a dominant medium for self-expression in the almost ten 
years since Papacharissi saw the same thing in personal home pages (Papacharissi, 2002). 
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Despite the apparent threat to both spatial and temporal boundary regulation, more people 
than ever shared information, often with hundreds of people, that earlier generations 
would have considered deeply private. 
Many users of SNS express concern that their information should be kept secure 
against approximately-synchronous viewing, and in discussing privacy and security, the 
metaphors employed tend to be those that evoke spatial security, such as walls and locks. 
Tufekci found less concern for who might see a user’s shared information in the years to 
come (2007). To some extent, this is likely because spatial/physical security has 
historically required strategies for defense, and those strategies readily generate the 
metaphors for a new environment, while temporal defense has required only the natural 
human tendency to forget; few defenses were previously needed, and thus, few were 
created, leaving a paucity of metaphors for users to use when conceptualizing the 
potential threats in new digital environments. Notably, these attitudes may be changing: 
five years after Tufekci found that the implications of these traits for long-term privacy 
considerations do not yet seem to trouble the modal user, despite widespread daily use of 
the Web’s key traits of persistence, searchability and aggregatability (2007), informal 
evidence, such as the changes in spring break behavior presented earlier, suggest users 
may be becoming concerned about the impact of those traits. 
Another factor probably contributes to the lack of concern over temporal 
boundaries (or lack of such boundaries) on the Web: much of the media now used to 
present socially shared information has received only widespread use in recent years. 
Blogging, which was a major digital locus for socially shared information in the early 
‘00s seems to have peeked at about 1 in 4 teenagers in about 2007, and at that time, just 
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over half of teenagers had created a profile on a SNS (Lenhart, Madden, Macgill, 
Manager, & Smith, 2007). Because the violation of a temporal boundary requires a 
substantial amount of time between the moment of sharing and the moment of violation, 
it may be that few users have yet heard stories of negative consequences from temporally 
liberated information. 
Absent new prevention mechanisms, temporally liberated information, 
information that was assumed to be temporally bounded but no longer is, will almost 
certainly become a fact of life in the years to come. The result will be a new tension 
between users who have lost boundary regulation controls they were previously unaware 
they employed and organizations with an institutional mission to make information as 
visible as possible, largely in the service of generating page views. The potential 
implication of that new tension is a suspicion of a means of self-expression that is already 
thoroughly interwoven into the social fabric of most industrialized countries. 
Common sense and psychological research agree that self-expression is critical to 
personal development. Giving up digital media as a means of self-expression is certainly 
possible, just as it has always been possible for a person to give up his or her diary or 
sketch pad, but to do so carries a significant cost in the loss of that means for self-
expression, as well as a host of ancillary benefits in the case of much digital media. 
Digital media have long been hailed as enabling forms of expression not possible in 
physical spaces. If this promise is to be fulfilled, it can only happen if some of the 
affordances of those digital spaces are curtailed. 
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Strategies for Enabling Regulation of Temporal Boundaries 
Clearly, societies have a strong interest in preserving individuals’ capacity to 
regulate the temporal boundaries on information they share. This capacity is critical to 
identity achievement, and is threatened by the persistence, searchability and 
aggregatability of information shared in online media. If people are to regulate effectively 
their temporal boundaries, steps should be taken both at the level of the individual and at 
the institutional level (including corporations and regulatory bodies). 
The Individual 
The need for strong boundary regulation is felt most acutely at the level of the 
individual, since it is here that direct harms most frequently occur, and decreased 
temporal friction on the flow of information can change behavior. Unfortunately, it is at 
this level that the fewest options exist; however, the one significant option that does exist, 
the use of pseudonyms, has the potential to be quite powerful. 
“Pseudonymity” is used here as a distinctly different mode than “anonymity.” 
Where “anonymity” refers to the “noncoordinatability of traits” (Wallace, 1999), 
pseudonymous communication permits coordinability of a set of traits, (e.g.,  something 
as definite as their favorite movies or other less declarable knowledge, such as their sense 
of humor). Some people may be able to connect this set of traits with an individual’s 
legal name or the individual’s “true” identity may never be known by anyone else, but the 
individual’s audience typically builds a list of characteristics of that individual, even if 
that building process is largely unconscious. Notably, this means a name is necessarily 
anonymous the first time it is used (because there is not set of traits that can be said to 
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apply to the individual identified by the pseudonym) and becomes a pseudonym through 
repeated use. 
Beyond allowing the audience to create an understanding of the individual’s self, 
or at least that self being performed for that audience, the pseudonym also allows the 
individual to build social capital. Because social capital “inheres in the structure of 
relations between actors and among actors [and] is not lodged…in the actors themselves” 
(Coleman, 1988, p. S98), it is not necessary that the involved actors know the legal name 
of the other actors, provided there is a stable identity to assign the value of interactions. 
As will be discussed below, this social capital provides a valuable incentive for users to 
maintain the use of a particular pseudonym, rather than simply changing to a new one 
whenever they experience any social friction. 
Pseudonymous identity in online environments has been a recent locus of 
controversy, particularly in the wake of Google’s decision to strictly enforce a “no 
pseudonyms” policy on their Google+ service (Pfanner, 2011). Much of the rationale for 
terms of service forbidding the use of pseudonyms has focused on discouraging anti-
social behavior online, the underlying belief being that people behave better when others 
know their legal name. The other primary, although less common, rationale is aesthetic: 
some people find the visual (or presumably the semiotic value) of “real names” pleasing. 
Robert Scoble, originally a vehement critic of pseudonyms who has since adopted a more 
moderate position, wrote, “Looking at my lists [on Google+] and my lists over on 
Twitter, the one with the real names [on Google+] is a lot nicer aesthetically” (Scoble, 
2011). Few other rationales are offered for eliminating pseudonyms, but these two, 
especially the former, are enough for many commenters.  
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The defense of pseudonyms has been varied, but much of it has centered on the 
need for at-risk populations (e.g., political dissidents, domestic abuse survivors, sexual 
minorities) to be able to engage safely in a space where anything written can be found 
with a simple web search. Additionally, many see pseudonyms as a critical factor in 
effective online support communities (e.g., adult caregivers of elderly parents) where 
people would not want to openly share their experiences in a forum where a Google 
search could bring an entirely unwanted and unexpected audience for those experiences 
(Hinckley, 2011). Less discussed is the potential for pseudonyms to act as a means of 
temporal boundary regulation. 
That pseudonyms inherently enable both the performance of identity across time 
and the building of social capital makes them well suited for many online activities. 
Whether on SNS, where many or all of a person’s connections may know their offline 
identity, in online discussion boards, or in the comments section of a blog, where the 
offline identity of the individual is less likely to be known, pseudonyms facilitate all of 
the typical types of interaction: relationships can be formed; trust can be built. 
While pseudonyms support standard social interactions, they provide one strong 
benefit over legal names when considering regulation of temporal boundaries: a 
pseudonym is more easily abandoned than a legal name. If a person wants to leave their 
expressions of identity behind, potentially because those expressions were part of an 
identity the person has now outgrown, the pseudonym under which the person was acting 
at the time can be abandoned.  
Additionally, unless an interested party knows a person’s pseudonym or 
pseudonyms, online content associated with that person is not searchable based on the 
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person’s name. This becomes especially pertinent when the user is expressing dissident 
or minority opinions and does not want others to be able to find them in the future, 
whether they are concerned with authoritarian regimes or just potential employers.4 
Finally, because no user need limit him- or herself to a single pseudonym at any 
given time, a degree of granularity is introduced. Different pseudonyms can be used for 
different audiences, limited only by the user’s ability to manage multiple identities. More 
likely, of course, users will use at least some pseudonyms for multiple audiences. Some 
view this feature of pseudonyms as a bug. Mark Zuckerberg famously said, “[h]aving two 
identities for yourself is an example of a lack of integrity” (Kirkpatrick, 2011, p. 199); 
however, given the broad acceptance by the psychology and sociology communities of 
Goffman’s theory of multiple selves, it is evident that this explicit maintenance of 
multiple online identities only makes more concrete what is already real for nearly all 
people. 
None of this is meant to suggest that abandoning a pseudonym, and the identity 
and social capital that goes with it, is easy. The more established the identity, the more 
difficult leaving it behind is likely to be, but it can be done, without the effort and 
financial expense that accompany the change of a legal name. In fact, the social cost of 
abandoning a pseudonym is one of the factors that elevate them over anonymous 
communication. Because anyone who has held a pseudonym for a lengthy period of time 
                                                
4 The protections afforded by the use of pseudonyms, while powerful, should not 
be overstated. The pseudonym’s power is wiped away if another actor is able to connect a 
pseudonym with its author, and most authoritarian regimes now have the technical 
capacity for connecting a pseudonym with its author if sufficiently motivated, but the 
pseudonym does provide some measure of protection not given by a real name.  
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and accumulated social capital over that time will be unlikely to abandon it frequently,5 
other parties engaging with the pseudonymous individual can develop a sense of this 
person’s medium-to-long-term reputation. Furthermore, the other party knows that the 
pseudonymous individual will have something to lose if they behave dishonorably. 
The singer Wally K sings “I changed my name last week because I’m running 
from myself” (K, n.d.). Driven by the desire to be true to ones self, explicitly stating that 
one is “running from myself” may have fallen out of fashion, but, this kind of personal 
reinvention is one of the hallmarks of the late adolescent experience for people going to 
college far from home or moving to a new city where they know few, if any, people. The 
experience of reinvention is seen as a chance to put outdated expressions of self in the 
past, freeing the individual to apply the perspective or knowledge they have acquired 
through earlier experience and to take on a more mature identity.  
Institutions 
Both corporations and regulatory bodies have important roles to play in enabling 
the individual to better regulate the temporal boundaries on information they have shared. 
Specifically, it must fall to regulatory bodies to create standards for how shared 
information is handled, with these principles made law when appropriate. Corporations 
must adopt an ethics for how SSI is handled, even if this occasionally results in lower 
profits in the short term. Once a set of standards are developed by regulatory bodies, in 
cooperation with corporations and advocates for users, those standards must be supported 
                                                
5 The significance of pseudonym’s ability to accumulate social capital cannot be 
understated in considering balancing the needs of the individual and society. There are 
undeniably anonymous people operating behind pseudonyms online, just as there are 
socially disconnected people doing bad acts offline. In both cases, the individual lacks 
social capital, which is associated with bad behavior (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). 
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by corporations to empower users to exert an appropriate level of control over their 
shared information. 
Regulatory Bodies. 
No less than a new set up vocabulary is necessary to fully enable people to re-
assert control over their SSI. By having access to a standard set of terms for identifying 
critical digital objects or fragments of objects, users are empowered to define better how 
automated systems should handle their SSI, providing guidance for search engines, SNS, 
blogging platforms and more. Several dimensions can affect the point at which SSI 
should be allowed to “expire” by being removed from or never added to search indices. 
Many of these dimensions could be expressed in a new microdata standard intended 
specifically for recording information affecting how the temporal boundaries of pieces of 
information should be defined. This microdata standard would almost certainly be part of 
a larger standard that focuses on privacy dimensions more broadly, but dimensions that 
do not affect temporal boundary regulation are beyond the scope of this paper. 
Historically, microdata standards have resulted from both grassroots efforts (such 
as with microformats) and collaborations between corporations (such as with 
Schema.org). Either precedent could be followed for the development of this new 
standard, or this could, be spearheaded by the W3C organization. 
Desired Expiration Date. 
 The most straightforward attribute to be described in the new markup vocabulary 
is the date the sharer would like to see that SSI expire, provided they can anticipate an 
approximate point at which this information should be allowed to pass into obscurity. 
Many times, an individual may not know when, or even if, they want their information to 
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become more difficult to find;6 however, on those occasions when they are able to 
exercise foresight, creating a means for communicating that foresight is important. This 
microdata standard is not intended to be an all-or-nothing system, so when no appropriate 
information can be provided for an attribute, that attribute can simply be left empty. 
Individuals may want most SSI to fade away over time, but this is not necessarily 
true for all information. Should an individual share information of which they are proud, 
or want to remain findable in perpetuity for any other reason, the expiration date could be 
set either in the relatively distant future or be set to never expire. This does allow users to 
whitewash their own history to some degree, but a number of formats already permit 
exactly that: from the résumé to the memoir, early achievements are often credited as 
indicators of great potential, while early missteps are considered youthful mistakes, 
provided the years that follow do not reveal the missteps to have been a sign of a 
different kind of potential. Furthermore, achievements less frequently require 
explanations of context, unlike missteps, which easily seem damning without context. 
The format of this attribute would be a string containing either a date in the ISO-
8601 standard format (International Organization for Standardization, n.d.) or the word 
“never.” 
                                                
6 The difficulty in anticipating when information should be in some way obscured 
is emblematic of a consistent challenge in enabling people to proactively assert temporal 
boundaries on their shared information: previously, no proactive steps were necessary to 
create these boundaries and information would naturally be affected by temporal friction; 
any new systems (aside from pseudonyms) will require users to develop new skills in 
anticipating the life cycle of information they share. 
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Timeliness.  
A second dimension affecting the long-term relevance of SSI is the degree to 
which the information addresses current events, politics, or other very timely subjects, or 
by contrast, philosophy, broad principles for government policy, or other more timeless 
questions. As more civil discourse takes place in electronic environments, the ephemera 
that constitute much of that discourse will accumulate online. While there is certainly a 
role for ephemera in deducing a person’s more lasting beliefs, many of these types of 
discussion are predicated on the notion that the discussions will shape the development of 
the positions the interlocutors take moving forward. Consequently, these timely 
discussions, stripped of their contextual sentiment, are less conducive to inductive 
analysis of a person and their identity than more timeless discussions would be. 
The format of this attribute would be a number, ranging from one to seven, 
indicating that the item is highly ephemeral (“1”) or very enduring (“7”) or an appropriate 
value between those extremes. 
Medium format. 
Some formats are inherently more “durable” and are less commonly the vehicle 
for passing expressions of identity than others. Broadly speaking, the blog entry requires 
a greater investment of time than the microblog “tweet,” “status update” , “like/dislike” 
or other entry and is less driven by current conversations. As a result, the former is more 
durable than the latter. Other formats, for instance a letter to the editor, can also be 
identified as more commonly the home of expressions that are meant to be fleeting. 
This attribute, like almost all of the attributes that are presented here, is intended 
to interact with other attributes. If the timeliness for a piece of information is set to the 
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“enduring” end of that continuum and the format medium is set to a more ephemeral 
medium (e.g., a tweet), the resulting information would be considered to be of greater 
long-term interest than a tweet marked “ephemeral,” but not as long as a more enduring 
medium that had also been marked as “enduring” on the timeliness scale.  
The format for this attribute would be one of a set of arbitrary strings. Beyond 
those mentioned above, this set might also include “photograph,” “creative” for creative 
expression, “sport” for documentation of athletic events, or any of a host of others. 
Author Name vs. Mentioned Name.  
Broadly speaking, names of people can be divided into two categories: the name 
of the person expressing themself, and the names of any people that person mentions in 
the course of expressing her- or himself. While knowing what others say about a person 
(good or bad) is at the core of reputation-assessment, it also has far greater potential for 
abuse than what a person says about him- or herself. Consequently, mentioned names 
should be dropped from indices more quickly than the name of the author. 
Tagging names of either variety has an ancillary benefit: the names, once 
identified, can be removed from indices, while other media (e.g., content of a blog post) 
are still findable. The objective of all these steps is less to remove material from the Web, 
or make it completely unfindable, than it is to limit the degree to which that material 
haunts individuals. By removing names from indices, other parties that have a legitimate 
interest in the content of the identity expression are still able to find that information 
without creating a burden for the named person. 
The format for this attribute is either one of two strings: “author” or “named.” 
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The above is not meant to be an inclusive list of all potential attributes for this 
microdata, but is a starting place for a conversation about what should be considered 
when establishing the limits on how long information should be findable. Clearly, a 
balance must be achieved between the individual’s need for the privacy integral for 
healthy development, corporations’ to earn revenue by providing platforms for 
expression and/or search, and society’s interest in being able to accurately assess 
trustworthiness. The full development of a microdata standard for privacy would rightly 
include representatives of all those interest. 
Full Implementation 
The microdata presented above, as well as any other attributes developed for the 
standard, would largely be used algorithmically, with search engines and content-creation 
platforms using each attribute specified by a user to determine what should be searchable, 
or potentially even visible, as it ages. While content or content fragments may simply 
become unfindable past a certain date, others might require more specific search terms, 
or, in situations where searchers are all known by the system (e.g., a SNS) some content 
may be more findable to some searchers than others. By designing systems that consider 
the aggregate of microdata attributes and change accordingly, content has the potential to 
age gradually, accruing a sort of digital patina over time.    
Corporations. 
A microdata standard, such as that described above, is necessary for uniform 
tagging, but the “reader” of those tags will largely consist of search engine spiders and 
other automated parsers. Consequently, the full cooperation of companies, such as those 
providing search, is necessary or the microdata marking up shared information will 
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simply be ignored. Broad cooperation from corporations would also help to ensure online 
content-creation tools make adding microdata about privacy easy for users who are not 
sophisticated technology users. 
The objective of much of the microdata already implemented on Web pages and 
other Internet services has been to provide structured data for search engines and other 
outside parties to access content (Schema.org, 2012). Once the major search companies 
have begun to support a microdata standard, implementation of that standard by search-
engine-optimization-conscious content-creation platforms and content-creators is likely. 
Grassroots efforts, such as microformats, have historically faced an uphill battle, caught 
between webmasters who are reluctant to use a standard that may never be supported by 
search engines and search engines reluctant to support a standard that may never receive 
broad usage.  
Once search engine companies have implemented support for the new privacy 
microdata standard, content-creation platforms will need to support that standard by 
creating fast and easy ways for users to apply the appropriate microdata to the content 
they are creating. Users may want robust privacy controls, and even be willing to spend a 
moderate amount of time managing those controls, but the privacy microdata standard is 
unlikely to receive much use if it is onerous to tag content and content fragments. 
Content-creation platforms will need to develop means for creating default settings and 
one-off settings for particular items, and ways for users to adjust privacy settings after the 
fact. All of this functionality must be at nearly the same level of ease as the rest of the 
functionality on the content-creation platform being used. 
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Motivation. 
An obvious difference exists between traditional microdata standards, which were 
designed to increase the findability of information, and the standard proposed in this 
paper, which is designed to decrease the findability of some information. Clearly, the 
traditional motives for both search engines (i.e., to best satisfy the information-seekers 
need) and content-creation platforms (i.e., to draw in as much traffic from search engines 
as possible) will not motivate behavior that might diminish the relevance of the search 
engine results and the traffic arriving on a site. Rather, motivation must spring from a 
combination of an ethical sense and market pressure. 
In the era of big data, corporations have a responsibility to treat information in a 
manner that respects the individual. The harms outlined earlier in this paper, as well as 
the harms that can result when data leaks (the Internet’s answer to air or water pollution, 
considering the broad ills that can result), demonstrate the need for an ethical framework 
to guide corporate attitudes towards how SSI is collected and disseminated.  
Utilitarianism, as originally developed by Jeremy Betham and refined by John 
Stuart Mill, provides the basis for an indictment of corporate policies that further weaken 
temporal bounds. Mill wrote, “actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote 
happiness, wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness” (Mill, 1863, pp. 9-
10). Actions limiting the spread of SSI may slightly decrease the happiness of an 
information-seeker if they are less able to find relevant material than they would have 
been without those actions; however, this is likely a case where what the person doesn’t 
know doesn’t hurt them, and not knowing that more relevant documents exist, they will 
be unlikely to experience any significant decrease in happiness at not having been able to 
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find them. The corporation does lose some competitive edge, but if all major search 
providers adopt a similar code of ethics, that loss is minimized. Additionally, failure to 
act voluntarily invites governmental regulation, which could reduce the corporation’s 
“happiness” even more. Finally, corporate failure to behave ethically in these matters has 
the potential to significantly decrease the happiness of people who see their shared 
information escape temporal bounds. On balance, the effect of promoting the regulation 
of temporal boundaries has a negligible impact on anyone’s happiness and has the 
potential to increase significantly the happiness of some. 
 Ethics are nice, but market pressures tend to speak more loudly when 
corporations consider how to act. Here, too, is a reason for companies to behave ethically 
in this area. Conducting a one year longitudinal study of undergraduate student use of 
privacy settings, boyd and Hargittai found significantly increased use of those settings 
over the course of just one year (2010). Facebook privacy settings have been a continual 
topic of discussion among a broad swath of users and boyd and Hargittai’s findings are 
likely representative of a broader trend. Similarly, when Google revised its privacy 
policies in early 2012, the changes were widely discussed in the mainstream media and 
the issue became a topic of discussion even among people who do not spend considerable 
time thinking about technology policies (Ngak, 2012). Clearly, as search, SNS and other 
digital tools become increasingly integrated into daily life, these issues are 
correspondingly increasingly important to an ever larger portion of the population. 
If companies are deaf to their users’ concerns about privacy, two potential 
remedies exist: abstaining from using the offending products or additional governmental 
regulation. Facebook has had to roll back changes to the site, both temporarily, as with 
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the original launch of the News Feed feature discussed earlier, and permanently, as with 
the launch of Beacon, which was abandoned in response to user concerns, concerns that 
were ultimately expressed in the form of a class-action lawsuit (Cashmore, 2009). 
Ultimately, pushback from users is one of the better-case scenarios for companies 
working in these areas. If those companies begin to be seen as too powerful to be 
controlled by market forces, a growing push for government regulation is possible. Such 
regulation is already being considered by the European Commission (Sengupta, 2012). 
No similar legislation has yet been considered in the United States, but as Facebook 
labels itself a “utility” and Google continues to find new ways both to collect and 
disseminate SSI, a legislative cure for privacy protections may gain momentum if 
companies are not seen to be taking boundary regulation seriously. 
A Caveat 
It is important to note that neither the strategy outlined for the individual or those 
for institutions is a substitute for the other. The individual’s strategy is one that works 
best as a reaction against the past. The institutional strategy is meant to provide tools to 
empower individuals to prepare for the future. Without one or the other of these 
complementary strategies, the possibility that effective temporal boundary regulation will 
fail escalates.  
There is a reason that the phrase “punk for life” returns nearly 100,000 hits on 
Google: from the perspective of the adolescent in identity-moratorium, the identities they 
are trying on at any given point very often seem like ones they want to maintain for the 
rest of their lives. Time passes, however, and what had once seemed like a lifetime’s 
identity becomes a passing phase; “parent for life” often replaces “punk for life” Thus, 
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few teens might think to mark their identity expressions as something with a reasonably 
short expiration date, or any expiration date at all, until five or ten years later when job 
hunting or romantic pursuits become serious. It is in these use cases that a relatively 
disposable pseudonym is a strong fit. 
Neither is the individual’s access to a pseudonym sufficient. The pseudonym 
provides little granularity, requiring a user to discard both good and bad, both that which 
they would like remembered and that which they would like forgotten. Additionally, the 
users may have multiple non-overlapping audiences that interact with any given 
pseudonym and these audiences must also either be all discard or all kept unless the user 
is willing to do the work of moving a particular audience from one pseudonym to 
another. The standards outlined above, which must fall to supra-individual actors to 
create and implement, allow the user with sufficient skills of anticipation to lengthen the 
memory of the good and shorten the memory of the bad (within reason). 
That strategies exist at both high and low levels does not reduce the necessity of 
any strategy. Rather, the ideal system would provide a reasonable level of redundancy 
while supporting both foresight and hindsight.  
Conclusion 
The advent of digital social media has allowed modes of self-expression that were 
scarcely imagined just a dozen years ago. Individuals are able “broadcast themselves,” as 
YouTube encourages, and in doing so are able to connect with others around the world, 
even when the identity being expressed is a minority one.  There is much to celebrate in 
these developments, but certain affordances of these new media, namely persistence, 
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searchability and aggregatability, create the potential for harms, as those individuals are 
more likely than ever to lose control of their identity expressions. 
The singer Bono has said the past becomes like a limb you cut off (Scaggs, 2012), 
and although most people would be unlikely to phrase this desire quite so dramatically or 
graphically, the sentiment is understandable. Many people reach a point in their life 
where they want to move on from who they once were so they can be the person they are 
becoming. In this sense, the past can become an anchor when it holds expressions of 
identity a person can never leave behind.  
This problem, like many arising on the Web, is decentralized, and there is no one 
actor that can solve it entirely. Rather, solutions can only arise from cooperation between 
all concerned parties. If the major search companies support the microdata standard 
proposed in this paper, and content-creation platform companies support pseudonyms and 
provide the tools for users to apply the microdata standard to their content, real steps can 
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